INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPEED RING 9025
Fits up to four Lowel Omni lights

CAUTION: THE OMNI SAFETY SCREENS MUST BE USED WITH THIS LIGHT FIXTURE/SPEED RING COMBINATION.

DO NOT USE POWER DRIVERS FOR ASSEMBLY

Assembling the 9025:

1- Attach three of the four Omni mounting bars to the outside of the frame as shown in the photo below using the supplied ½” Phillips head screws.
2- Attach the grip head bracket to the outside of frame (over the one mounting bar) as shown in the photo using the two 5/8” long Phillips head screws.
3- To attach the 2.5” Griphead to the grip head bracket separate the two grip plates on the Griphead and slide both sides around the two studs on the bracket: tighten in place.
4- Mount one, two, three or four Omni’s on the 5/8” studs on the mounting bars and shown in photo below.

Parts list:

1 90351000 13.5” dual block Speed Ring
4 90212000 Omni mounting bars
1 90113000 Griphead bracket
1 37501000 2.5” Griphead
2 90115000 10-24 x 5/8” Phillips head screw
8 90115100 10-24 x 1/2” Phillips head screw